Abstract

The Selfish Aware Reactive Queue Scheduler Mechanism (SARQSM) requires a high degree of interaction between the packet differentiator, cache manager and the scheduler queue which forms the integral component of all mobile nodes participating in an ad hoc environment. This reactive queue scheduling scheme performs better when deployed in a scenario where non-co-operating i.e. selfish nodes are present as the intermediate routers of information in the network. However when SARQSM is implemented in the MANET environment, it provides a reactive and lightweight solution with respect to memory and battery life. To the best our knowledge, a mechanism for packet scheduling based on context like SARQSM is not available in the existing literature. The performance of SARQSM is studied using ns-2 simulator by varying the number of selfish nodes and mobile nodes with respect to the evaluation parameters namely Packet Delivery Ratio, Control Overhead, Total Overhead, Throughput and Packet Latency.
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